We study an M|G|1 queue in which both the arrival rate and die service time distribution depend on the state of an underlying finite..state Markov chain. The solution is obtained by a matrix factorization method. This leads to results for waiting times and queue lengths both at arrival epochs and in continuous time. A numoical algorithm for the calculation of several interest is described and some numerical examples are given.
1. IntroductfaHi. We study an M|G| 1 queue with Markov modulated arrivals and services. Let {X,, / > 0) be a Markov chain on [1,2,.. Throughout the paper we shall assume that there exists a 5 > 0 such that the J5,(^) can be continued analytically to the region Re<>> -8. The arrival process described above is called a Markov modulated arrival process. For this model we study the waiting times and queue lengths both at arrival epochs and in continuous time, generalizing known results for the ordinary M|G|1 queue. A more general arrival process, the so-called N-process, has been studied by Ramaswami [4] . He analyses the N|G|1 queue with a fixed service time distribution and obtains results for the busy period, the busy cycle, the steady-state queue length both at departure epochs and in continuous time, and for the virtual waiting time. Ramaswami claims that his results are computationally tractable, but he does not give any numerical examples. Burman and Smith [2] study the queue M|G|1 with Markov modulated arrivals. They give approximations for the expected steady state waiting time and queue length both in light and in heavy traffic. The special case in which the arrival process is a switched Poisson process, i.e. {X,, t > 0) is & 2-state Markov chain, has been analysed by van Hoom and Seelen [5] . They obtain explicit numerical results for the steady-state queue length in continuous time.
Our model is a special case of the semi-Markov queue studied by Arjas [1] . The practical importance of the Markov modulated arrival process has been explained in [2] , [4] and [5] . As we also allow the service time distribution to depend on the underlying Markov chain, the applicability of our model is even wider than that of the models discussed in the papers mention^ above. The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we derive a system of Wiener-Hopf-type equations, and in §3 we give its solution using .a factorization method. Results for the actual waiting time, the virtual waiting time and the queue length both at arrival epochs and in continuous time are given in §4. Finally in §5 a numerical algorithm is described and numerical examples are given. We shall use die following notations: 1 (i4) is the indicator function of the event /4; x"^ = max(O,x);x~ = min(O,x); M^is the transpose of the matrix M; / is the N X ^-identity matrix.
2. DoivatkMi of a system of Wieiia--H(^f-type equatkms. For j =" \,2,..., N; > 0, Reij > 0 and \r\ < 1 we define 
Let T"_y -I-/" be the first epoch after T"_y at which either a customer arrives or the Markov chain {X,, t > 0) jumps to a new state. Then, given that Fn-1 = J, /" is exponentially distributed with parameter 9, + X, and at T^. j + /" with probability Xi/i^i + \) a customer arrives and with probability QatAft •'' \) ^M arkov chain {X,, t > 0) jumps to state k (k¥= i). By conditioning we thus obtain (2.1).
The process {iW", !", YJ, n = 1,2,... ) is easily seen to be a Markov process, since (( y,, r,), « = 1,2,... ) is a Markov renewal process. Denote pj -PiX^ «j),; = ' -2,..., N; and let/? be the A^-dimensional column vector with (xnnpmients;^-Define foTj = 1,2, ...,N, Re«J. > 0, Re^ > 0, \r\ < 1,
W^ 1
aiul tet K(r,^,^) be tiu; A^-dimensional column vector wifli compcmaits
Then we find the following system of Wiener-Hopf-type equations. 3. SkriutkHi <rf tfie systaa of Wiener-Hi^f-type equatfons. We solve the system (2.3) by a factorization method which is similar to the method applied in [3] . First we prove an auxiliary lemma. Let p == Sf-l'^AA and X = 2l l'^A' ^nd define We immediately see that
where e, « (1,0,..., 0)^. Since Q^v -0 and g^ has rank Af -1, w is the only solution of (3.5) and hence detL*#O. We see &at aU conditions of the implicit function theorem are satisfied so that in a neighbourhood of 1 the function ii(r) is uniquely defined and continuously diffemntiable. We consider this function for r close to 1, so and The inequalities | -^ + X, + ^,1 > 9, + X,|rB,(«^)|, / = 1,2,..., A^, hold for r < 1, = 0, and for r = 1, Re^ = 0, ^ =7^ 0. This implies (see Lemma 1 of Appendix 2 of [3] ) that, for r < 1, detW(r,^,O) has no zeros on the imaginary axis Re<> = 0, while for r = 1 it can have no zeros on the imaginary axis except at 0. According to the first part of the present theorem there are for r < 1 exactly N zeros in the right half-plane Re<) > 0. These zeros are continuous functions of r. From (3.7) we see that for p < 1 and r < 1 and sufficiently close to 1 the function ii(r) is one of these zeros. Since det^(l,4>,0) has a simple zero at 0 and no zeros elsewhere on the imaginary axis we see that for rfl the zero /n(r) is the only zero which tends to the imaginary axis while the other zeros remain in the right half-plane Re<^ > 0. This proves the second part of the theorem. Note that D, R and S depmd on r and TJ. We assume that the following condition holds. where O is theyth column of C. Now (3.17) yields
4-n -
We see that H*ir,4>,ri) has no poles at »-, + ij, i = 1,2 -/V; but from (3.14) and (3.15) / d etH + (r, <j>, 1,) = /(r, <.,ij) g(r, <.,T,) / II (* " 
We can now give the solution of the equations (2.3). 
Virtual waiting time. Let Wf he the virtual waiting time at time /, then

Wr = [W^, + S^_+T^_-t]\ (4.7)
where A^, is the number of customers arriving during [0, t]. Consequently for Re^ > 0, TTie integral in (4.26) converges uniformly in s for 0 < * < 1, so that the first derivative of Uis) is found by differentiating the integrand with respect to s. Similarly we find the higher derivatives so that for the nth derivative of Uis) we obtain from (4.26) and (427), and (4.28) LetTpTj,..., Tyv be tfie dgeavalues of -g^withr,-OandReT, >0,/-«2,.. ..Â ssume that they are distinct The right eigenvwto-oi -Q^ correspooding with T, is denoted by V^ and K is the iV x iV-matrix theyth column of which is VJ. Let Vr^ be theyth row of V~\ Note that we can take F' = w and K,~' = 1, where 1 is the A^-dimensional row vector (1,1, . . ., 1). With these notations we may write In the same way we may find explicit expressions for (4.29) and (4.30).
For U"il) we find we find analogous to the derivation of (4.23), for Reij > Re|, 1^1 < 1,
where U*is, t) is the iV-dimensional column vector with components
The process iiC*,X,), / > 0) is regenerative with the same regeneration epochs as iiWf,X,), t > 0). Consequently iC*,X,) converges for /->oo to a stationary vector iC*,X) iff p < 1. For p < 1 let U^is) = Eis^liX = fc)) and U*is) the column vector with components UH^is). With (4.16) we find from (4.35) for |J| < 1, -^the actual waiting time W; -the virtual waiting time W*; -the total number of customers in the ^stem at arrival epochs C; -the total number of customers in the system in continu(Nis time C*. In particular we can calculate the probabilities that these random variables are equal to zero as well as all their moments. We shall r^trict ourselves to the first two moments.
In this section we give a summary of stmie important definitions and r^ults, a description of the numerical algorithm and some numerical example.
For a complete descr^tion of the model the following quantitira have to he specified:
N: the number of states of the undo-lyii^ Maiicov chain iX,, t > 0); Q: the generator of this Markov chain; A » diag(X,,X2,..., \^% where X, is the arrival rate wiiik the imderlying Markov chain is in state i; of the service time of a customer arriving while the underlying Markov chain is in state I. -det S 9^0. In the examples that we have considered we have chosen A and Q such that the first two conditions were satisfied. It turned out that for these choices the last two conditions were also satisfied.
It is seen that any model for which the conditions are not all satisfied can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a model for which they are. We have considered examples for which T,,T2, ..., T;^ are all real and examples for which some of them are not. In the first case ju,, ^,..., juj^ and v^,V2,... ,Vn turned out to be also real. Our numerical experience has led us to the following conjectures. [2] , Model 2 with exponential holding times). JV = 6, p = 0.8, X = 0.8, j8 = I. [2] , Model 2 with constant holding times), p = 0.8, X = 0.8, i8 = 1. Table 1 ] with p = 0.6, 9 = 0.2). = 0.6, X = 0.6, i8=l. 
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